
GUIDANCE FOR POSTER SUBMISSION

1. Abstracts and posters must be submitted in English.

2. An abstract must be submitted for each proposed poster.

3. It is the author’s responsibility to submit a correct abstract. Any 
errors in spelling, grammar or scientific fact will be reproduced as typed 
by the author.

4. The presenting author must register to attend the conference. A 
place will be guaranteed for any successful poster application.

5. If no author is available to present a selected abstract, it will be 
withdrawn from the programme.

6. Notification of outcome of the abstract review process will be sent 
to the submitter. Only the person who submits the abstract online will 
receive email communication about the abstract. They are responsible for 
informing all co-authors about the outcome of the abstract’s submission.

7. Any source of funding or support for the work being presented needs 
to be acknowledged.

8. Contributors should not use these sessions for marketing 
opportunities for new products, equipment or organisations, nor use the 
time to speak badly of competitors’ products.

9. The author(s) for each abstract included in the AHPs in Research: 
Amplifying Impact programme transfers copyright to the NIHR to publish 
their abstract electronically and in other formats. The NIHR does not 
assume any liability or responsibility for publication of any submitted 
abstracts. The author(s) are able to pursue freely additional publishing 
outputs, such as articles in peer reviewed or professional journals or via 
other media outputs. The NIHR gives permission for the abstract to be 
included in such publications.

10. The author(s) retain the right, after presentation at AHPs in 
Research: Amplifying Impact, to include the work in articles, books, or 
derivative works that they author or edit provided said use does not imply 
the endorsement of the NIHR.

11. All posters presented during AHPs in Research: Amplifying Impact 
must include the same content and follow the same outline as that 
described in the submitted and accepted abstract. No exceptions will be 
made.

12. All decisions of the NIHR are final. This includes the format for which 
an abstract is accepted and the allocation to a conference theme.

13. Honoraria, fees or payment of expenses will not be provided by the 
NIHR for authors to present abstracts at AHPs in Research: Amplifying 
Impact.
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In submitting an abstract you confirm that:

14. you accept responsibility for the accuracy of the submitted abstract 
and understand that the content cannot be modified or corrected after 
the submission deadline and that it will be published exactly as submitted.

15. all co-authors are aware of and agree to the content of the abstract 
and support the data presented

16. the submitter accepts responsibility as the contact person for all 
correspondence about the abstract and to share information with all 
authors about its status

17. you have secured any copyright/permissions clearance required 
relating to any previous posters, equipment or other material for 
inclusion in AHPs in Research: Amplifying Impact, its proceedings or other 
conference publications

18. for all studies involving human participants or animal subjects, 
permission has been obtained from the relevant regulatory authority and 
informed consent given where appropriate

19. anyone who is identifiable in the abstract and poster has given their 
consent to be included

20. the work is original, except for extracts from copyrighted works used 
with permission from the copyright holders, and that it does not infringe 
upon any copyright, proprietary, or personal right of any third party

21. you have identified any potential conflicts of interest e.g. financial 
interest in products or processes described in the abstract, stock 
ownership, membership on an advisory board or board of directors, or 
other substantive relationships

On behalf of all authors the submitter will confirm:

22. Transfer of copyright of the poster abstract/s presented at AHPs in 
Research: Amplifying Impact to the NIHR to publish electronically and in 
other formats

23. The author retains the right to publish their research elsewhere, or 
use the research for personal use or as part of their work, providing it 
does not compromise the NIHR’s copyright.

24. Consent to have authors’ names, affiliation and biographical material 
used in connection with the publication of the work

Data submitted through this form is governed by Professional Briefings 
privacy policy, and will be shared with NIHR Clinical Research Network. 
The purpose of collecting this data is for event management purposes for 
the AHPs in Research: Amplifying Impact event, which will be managed by 
the NIHR Clinical Research Network. The NIHR privacy policy includes 
further information including ways we may use your data, our contact 
details and details on your individual rights regarding how your data is 
used. This notice is under constant review and will be updated and / or 
revised based on that review as appropriate.

http://www.profbriefings.net/index.php/professional-briefings-privacy-policy
http://www.profbriefings.net/index.php/professional-briefings-privacy-policy
https://www.nihr.ac.uk/documents/nihr-privacy-policy/12242

